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1. Specification Changes
•

A new version has been published that corresponds to the standard below.


ETSI TS 103 176 V2.4.1 (2020-08) : Rules of implementation;



ETSI TS 101 756 V2.4.1 (2020-08) : Registered Tables;



ETSI TS 103 461 V1.2.1 (2020-08) : Minimum requirements and test specificaions for technologies
and products.

•

Summary of changes
 Non-latin Text support
 Service following, The same ECC is added to the same service ID in the same service condition.
 ALARM announcement is included as a basic test item for TickMark.
 SPI(service and programm information) has become mandatory for color LCD-based products

 TickMark stream has been updated to V1.2
 Redefine the DAB receiver profile.
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1.1. Non-Latin text support
 Regional profiles are defined to for non-Latin text.


The text control field is designed to convey information to receivers about the
necessary rendering capabilities needed for proper display of the label

Bidi flag: this 1-bit flag shall indicate whether the label contains bidirectional text (excluding numerals) as follows:
0: bidirectional text is not present;
1: bidirectional text is present.
Base direction: this 1-bit flag shall define the Unicode base direction of the label as follows:
0: left-to-right (LTR);
1: right-to-left (RTL).
Contextual flag: this 1-bit flag shall indicate whether contextual characters are used in the label as follows:
0: contextual characters are not present (presentation characters only);
1: contextual characters are present.
Combining flag: this 1-bit flag shall indicate whether combining characters are used in the label as follows:
0: combining characters are not present;
1: combining characters are present.
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1.2. Regional Profile definitions
 The definitions of the profiles define which SI labels are allowed as follows.


Base: service components shall be given a FIG type 1 SI label only;



Either: service components shall be given either a FIG type 1 SI label or a FIG type 2 SI label but not both;



Both: service components shall be given both a FIG type 1 SI label and a FIG type 2 SI label.

 Regional profile definitions.
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1.2.1 EBU-Latin Profile
 EBU Latin profile


Since EBU latin only uses FIG type1, only DLS is considered for the text control field.
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It is based on Complete EBU Latin-based repertoire and is the default profile of DAB.
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1.2.2 ALL-European Profile
 All European Profile


Text control field is used, but only Left to Right display is supported.
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In addition to EBU Lain character set, Creek and Cyrillic characters are additionally defined.
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1.2.3. ASBU Profile
 Arab States Broadcasting Union profile


Receivers shall provide either the Minimum RTL implementation, or the Unicode bidirectional algorithm.



It is recommended that receivers that implement the minimum RTL implementation also implement the
simplified bidirectional algorithm.



The FIG type 2 labels will set the base direction flag to 1 (RTL) and all other flags to 0.
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Arabic Presentation Forms-B is used as a code point.
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1.2.4. Thai Profile
 Thai Profile


These scripts are LTR and so the base direction flag shall be set to 0 and the bidi flag shall be set to 0.



Thai characters shall have the combining flag set to 1



Contextual characters are rare in Thai text, but they do exist.
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Thai code point are lie from U+0E00 to U+0E7F.
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1.3. Display Direction
 LTR(LEFT-TO-RIGHT)


Common languages except Arabic, Hebrew, and Persian.

 RTL(RIGHT-TO-LEFT)


Numeric digits, and their associated characters, are always displayed LTR, even in RTL scripts.



Character blocks excluding numeric block must be mirrored by RTL.



"123", "4 567", "$10.99", "66%", "11/03/2018", "15:20", "14€30", "85°F", "“٠٫٧٨٩" ,"١٢٣٬٤٥٦ are all numeric blocks.



Arabic, Hebrew, and Persian languages use RTL notation.



In this and subsequent examples, Arabic and Hebrew text is represented by upper case letters and spaces are
represented by underscores.
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2.1. Demo Environment Description
 How to receive broadcasts


Play ETI using DAB signal transmission equipment and check if Arabic and Thai are displayed normally on the
screen by receiving it with JBL.TUNER2 terminal.
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2.2. Restrictions
 Display direction


The UI of JBL.TUNER2 is processed in the format of [Service Name]-[Programm Type]-[DLS Info] and displayed
only in the LEFT-TO-RIGHT direction, and long sentences that are not displayed on one screen are scrolled to
the left.



In order to support Arabic, the display direction must be considered, and the display direction information is
included in the Service Name and DLS Info.



Due to screen display restrictions, this DEMO determines the screen display direction based on the display
direction included in the Service Name.





When the display direction is “LTR”: Display in the form of [Service Name]-[Programm type]-[DLS Info].



When the display direction is “RTL”: [DLS Info]-[Programm Type]-[Service Name]

That is, if the DLS display direction is not considered, and the display direction of the DLS and the service
name is different, there may be confusion.



This must be reviewed when setting product UI specifications in the future.
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2.3. Demo Order
•
•
•

All-European Profile reception test.
Thai Profile reception test
ASBU Profile reception test
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2.4. All-European Profile Reception
 Stream Information
 The test stream was provided by WorldDAB, and the following two are
available.


newfic_txtctrl.eti



FraunhoferIIS-RegionalProfiles_2020-10-30.eti

 Demo Sequence


Send newfic_txtctrl.eti to DAB transmitter.



Search the service with the SCAN button of JBL.TUNER2.



Select “Αθήνα FM Москва” service and check the displayed.
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2.5 Thai Profile Reception
 Stream Information
 The test stream was provided by WorldDAB, and the following are
available.


newfic_thailand.eti

 Demo Sequence


Send newfic_thailand.eti to DAB transmitter.



Search the service with the SCAN button of JBL.TUNER2.



Select “เวลาทีม
่ ค
ี วามสุข” service and check the displayed.
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2.5 ASBU Profile Reception
 Stream Information
 The test stream was provided by WorldDAB, and the following three are
available.


txtctrl_algeria.eti



newfic_txtctrl.eti



FraunhoferIIS-RegionalProfiles_2020-10-30.eti

 Demo 순서


Send txtctrl_algeria.eti to DAB transmitter.



Search the service with the SCAN button of JBL.TUNER2.



Select “

” service and check the displayed.
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2.5 ASBU Profile Reception
 Arabic Only – RTL display

 Mixed English and Arabic characters-RTL display
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2.5 ASBU Profile Reception
 Mixed English and Arabic characters-LTR display
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Questions
??
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